Links to more Critical Thinking Exercises

http://libguides.library.ncat.edu/content.php?pid=182876&sid=1537811  Inference Exercises: Various

http://webpage.pace.edu/bmorris/will/inferdis.htm  Inference Exercise: Trip to the Circus

http://www.uncg.edu/bcn/edward/204/unit3/selfquiz.html  Inference Exercise: Hurricane Katrina

http://writingcenter.unc.edu/resources/handouts-demos/writing-the-paper/fallacies  Logical Fallacies

http://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/Logic_Fallacies_Exercise.html  Logical Fallacies exercises with fallacies list


http://www.mpcfaculty.net/molly_may/thesis_generator.html  How to generate a thesis statement

http://college.cengage.com/english/chaffee/critical_thinking/3e/students/activity_randall/index.html  Critical Thinking Exercise: Tom Randall’s Halloween Party. This is a multi-source, multi-step CT exercise that will challenge students and provide a good basis for class discussion.